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Teachers are all the +me making decisions about what to teach next based on their 
sense of what students have mastered and what they haven’t quite go<en yet. Even 
though standardized assessments have become pervasive in educa+on, due to 
accountability pressures, teachers rarely use standardized assessment results to make 
instruc+onal decisions. Many +mes this is because the results get back to the 
teachers far too late for them to respond in any meaningful way. But, even if we got 
the results to teachers instantaneously, I doubt that standardized tests would make 
much of a diﬀerence in teachers’ instruc+onal decisions for this reason: Our current 
standardized assessments are set up to measure only one broad trait (e.g. math 
ability, reading ability). 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These single‐trait tests may serve accountability or licensure purposes well enough, 
but they provide li<le ac+onable informa+on for teachers on the ground. Instead, 
mul+‐trait tests provide much more detail about what speciﬁcally students know and 
can do, which could poten+ally be<er inform instruc+onal decisions. Now, this idea 
isn’t new—there are, of course, mul+‐dimensional models and assessments out there 
already. But, most of these assessments do not assume any par+cular structure to the 
rela+onships between traits. It may be possible to achieve be<er measurement 
precision (more‐eﬃcient tests) if we model the rela+onship between traits explicitly. 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Today, I’m going to present some results from an explora+on of the knowledge 
structure of a medical licensure exam. This study inves+gates two primary ques+ons: 
Can we ﬁnd structure between the diﬀerent traits measured in the exam? And, does 
modeling knowledge structure explicitly improve the precision of our ability 
es+mates? 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Now, what do I mean by “knowledge structure?” Well, consider a test for measuring 
frac+on arithme+c.  Frac+on arithme+c is a mathema+cal skill, but it’s made up of 
diﬀerent component skills.  We might divide up the domain something like this (blue 
circles).  And we’d write items on our test to measure each of these diﬀerent sub‐
skills (green boxes).  But these diﬀerent sub‐skills aren’t unrelated‐‐‐‐being able to 
mul+ply frac+ons, for example, will depend on a student’s ability to mul+ply integers.  
We might draw rela+onships between the skills like this (arrows between blue 
circles). These rela+onships make up the knowledge structure of the frac+on 
arithme+c domain. 
 
But what does it mean for the skills to be related?  Well, take the integer/frac+on 
mul+plica+on rela+onship: If you can’t mul+ply integers, you’re not really going to be 
able to mul+ply frac+ons.  Similarly, if we know that you can mul+ply frac+ons, then 
there’s a good chance you’re pre<y good at mul+plying integers.  But, they aren’t 
exactly the same thing, since you could be able to mul+ply integers, but have no idea 
what to do with frac+ons. Having informa+on about one of the two skills provides 
some informa+on about the other skill, but to get an accurate full picture, you have 
to measure both.  The rela+onship between the skills allows us to measure them both 
more precisely (or with fewer items), since we can “borrow” informa+on from one to 
support informa+on gathered about the other. 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What does this look like for a medical licensure exam? This study made use of a 
subject‐area exam about Obstetrics and Gynecology. According to the test design, 
each item (green boxes) was categorized in two ways: by content area and by medical 
task context. Since these categories form the opera+onal deﬁni+on of the test (e.g. 
for content balancing), we took these as the traits measured by the exam. Now, so far, 
this graph doesn’t include any rela+onships between the competency variables (blue 
circles).  The ﬁrst objec+ve was to determine which rela+onships between these 
variables are most appropriate. 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To ﬁnd these rela+onships, we ﬁrst ﬁt some preliminary models (independence—no 
rela+onships; theore+cally‐mo+vated models), then we a<empted to reﬁne these 
models by calcula+ng modiﬁca+on indices (which es+mate how much be<er the 
model would ﬁt if we were to add a rela+onship between two variables).  Finally, we 
used informa+on criteria to compare models in order to ﬁnd the simplest model that 
also does a good job of explaining the data. 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We used two theore+cally mo+vated models—one for each type of categoriza+on. 
For the content knowledge variables, we supposed that knowledge of general 
gynecology would be necessary for understanding gynecological oncology (i.e. 
cancers), and that normal obstetrics would be necessary for understanding abnormal 
obstetrics.  For medical task context, we supposed that being able to handle pa+ent 
history and examina+on would be necessary for coming up with good diagnoses and 
management plans, and that disease management would contribute toward 
understanding preventa+ve care/health management. These two models along with 
the independence model served as star+ng points in the model development 
procedure. 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The medical licensing exam uses the unidimensional Rasch model for opera+onal 
score, so we used a Rasch model for the item responses, given the nine con+nuous 
latent variables. Now, es+ma+ng latent variable models with nine dimensions can be 
somewhat challenging.  Frequently, an EM algorithm might be used with Newton‐
Raphson to es+mate IRT models, but the numerical integra+on required in the 
Expecta+on step can become very expensive in high dimensional spaces.  Markov‐
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is pre<y good for es+ma+ng latent variables, but isn’t as 
fast for ﬁnding model parameters.  Very recently, Li Cai proposed a new hybrid 
method that shows good promise for eﬃcient es+ma+on of latent‐variable models in 
high‐dimensional spaces.  This method draws on the strength of MCMC for latent 
variables and Newton for model parameters: MCMC is used to “integrate” over the 
latent variables (in an Expecta+on step) and Robbins‐Monro for model parameters (in 
a maximiza+on step)—RM similar to Netwon’s method for likelihood func+ons that 
can only be evaluated in the presence of noise.  Cai developed MH‐RM for item FA 
models, but the algorithm can be applied directly to path modeling without any 
major modiﬁca+ons. 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So, what were the results?  Here is a table comparing a number of the models I tried, 
along with the informa+on criteria AIC and BIC.  In all but one case, AIC and BIC 
ordered the models the same. 
Gist: The theore+cal model based on medical context provided the best parsimonious 
model. 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1000 examinees.  Es+ma+on error computed with a new sample to detect poten+al 
over‐ﬁang. 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This is the increase in mean squared error (MSE) for a cross‐valida+on sample over 
the correct model. It isn’t surprising that the independence model provides worse ﬁt, 
since the latent abili+es are *not* independent. Interes+ngly, the unstructured model 
(fully correlated latent variables) provided only marginally worse MSE than the 
correct model, sugges+ng li<le evidence of over‐ﬁang. 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